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OVERVIEW

• An envelope with unusual content

• The senses at work in real life

• Matching coffee with foods

• Complexity enters the equation
– Is really good coffee complex?

• Learning to taste – train and be challenged
– Tricks of the sensory trade
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The envelope

Taste kit for the lecture

1. Take a piece of chewing gum (the white rectangular piece)



THE SENSES AT WORK IN REAL LIFE
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Three basic properties by sense perception

The quality (Qualitas)
• Identification
• What is the property?
• Recognition of objects (= a number of properties)

Intensity (magnitude = the size)
• How much is there of it?

Affective dimension
• Affect: The experience of emotion
• Is it something I like/don’t like
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The senses – 5 classic + some less known

The remote senses
Vision
Audition
Olfaction

The near senses
Gustation

Somesthesis ( ~ sense of touch)
Pressure
Temperature
Pain / irritation / chemesthesis
Balance
Body and joint position

The higher senses

The lower 
senses

The chemical 
senses
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Taste – Myth busting : The tongue map

The different basic tastes are experienced at different locations 
in the mouth: Bitter only in the back

Tongues on scientific evidence: 

Take out the chewing gum

Apply the filter paper to the tip 
of your  tongue

Taste-receptor cells, buds and papillae. a, Taste buds (left) are 
composed of 50–150 TRCs (depending on the species), 
distributed across different papillae. Circumvallate papillae are 
found at the very back of the tongue and contain hundreds 
(mice) to thousands (human) of taste buds. Foliate papillae are 
present at the posterior lateral edge of the tongue and contain 
a dozen to hundreds of taste buds. Fungiform papillae contain 
one or a few taste buds and are found in the anterior two-
thirds of the tongue. TRCs project microvillae to the apical 
surface of the taste bud, where they form the ‘taste pore’; this 
is the site of interaction with tastants. b, Recent molecular and 
functional data have revealed that, contrary to popular belief, 
there is no tongue ‘map’: responsiveness to the five basic 
modalities — bitter, sour, sweet, salty and umami — is present 
in all areas of the tongue.

Chandrashekar et al., (2006) 
Nature 444: 288-294.
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Flavor and friends - scientific definitions

Taste (Gustation)
• Basic taste compounds in solution (during eating)

Aroma (Olfaction)
• Airborne compunds perceived in the olfactory epithelia
• Arthonasal odour perception (when sniffing)
• Retronasal odour perception (during eating)

Chemestesia (aka Trigeminal sense)
• Chemical irritants at the epithelia
• Eyes, nose, mouth , different unmentionable places 

• A good curry burns twice…

Flavour
• Perception of sensory attributes (during eating) arising from 

input from:
• the sense of taste
• the sense of smell
• the somatosensory system (chemesthesis)
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Chemestesia - examples

Plants’ chemical defence against predators)
• Chili (capsaicin) 
• Mustard / Horseradish / wasabi (isothiocynates)
• Ginger (zingeron)

Cooling
• Menthol

Biting 
• Bubbles from carbonation

Stinging
• Vinegar in the nose

Burning
• Strong alcohol
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The proof is in the pudding (well jelly)

Jelly Bean tasting

With two fingers pinch your nose

Taste the Jelly Bean

Sense the burn (cinnamaldehyde) 

Release the pinch

Smell the cinnamon too
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Adaptation

The constant is not interesting to the sensory system

Decrease in neural activity – at several levels
• Sensory cell / neuron
• Centrally in brain

Example
• Taste the rather tasteless pre-chewed gum
• Is the cherry flavour stronger than when you stopped?
• Add sugar to the gum and taste again
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A cup of coffee  - Many stimuli simultaneously

A mixture of stimuli

A piece of Coffee (or Latte) art from Jannie
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Sensing several properties

Mixture of  (many) impression 
• Maybe from just one ingredient (e.g. the coffee bean)
• Or from a number different ingredients 

What happens ?
Mixture suppression

• Intensity suppression of one or more of the tastes/smell
• 1 + 1 = 0.7 + 0.7

Intensity in mixture is less intense than separately
• Does not necessarily affect all tastes equally 
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Mixture suppression and release effects

Odor mixture inhibition and release following adaptation in mixtures of vanillin and 
cinnamaldehyde. Open bars, perceived intensity of vanilla odor; Hatched bars, perceived 
intensity of cinnamon odor. After adaptation to vanillin, the cinnamon odor returns to its 
unmixed level. After adaptation to cinnamaldehyde, the vanilla odor returns to its unmixed 
level (from Lawless (1987) Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society, 25, 266–268.
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Adaptation and release from suppression

Example of active use of two sensory phenomena in a dish

The fat duck
• Vanilla-Cinnamon Ice cream
• Served with two sniff-bottles with Vanilla and Cinnamon

respectively
• Eat a spoonful: V + C
• Sniff Vanilla to full adaptation
• Eat another spoonful –

• new flavour: V + C
• Sniff Cinnamon to full adaptation
• Eat another spoonful –

• new flavour: V + C



MATCHING COFFEE WITH FOODS



Food pairing postulate
• Combining foods based on the content of
flavour components of the respective foods

• Foods combine well when they share major flavour
components (thresholds)

• Heston Blumenthal’s
”White chocolate and caviar” dish

- > in contact with
science/flavour industry



Food pairing tree
• Algorithm based
on 5 y of research

• The shorter the branch
the better the match

How was the coffee roasted? 
How was the coffee prepared?



Believing in food pairing?
• The scientific evidence? Needs validation…

Heston Blumenthal: 
”Had I known then what I know now,
I would have never suggested flavour pairing theory. 
… But the databases are a good starting 
point for inventing new combinations.”

• But for sure a good starting point for creativity
in the kitchen



So what is then a perfect match?
• Ingredients in dishes/foods
• Drinks and foods
• Contrasts vs. Complimentary

tastes
flavours

textures

• Evidence based – experience based?
• Science meets chefs or baristas or…
• Scientific sensory approach

– Texture theory
– Complexity vs boredom….. -> 

”Peach Melba” tribute to
Escoffier @ElBulli’s Last Supper
Photo by Mugaritz



COMPLEXITY ENTERS THE 
EQUATION
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Complexity as used by chefs

Example 1:
Michael Roberts*: Secret ingredients – the 

magical process of combining flavors (1988)
• ’Tarragon, in this case, needs secondary 

ingredients – a hint of celery and anise –
to make it taste more like quintessential 
tarragon and at the same time more than 
tarragon.

• In this way, primary flavors often depend 
on secret ingredients to make them more 
interesting and complex’

Died 2004
Early pioner of California cuisine.
Restaurant Trumps in Los Angeles
‘broke with gastronomic orthodoxy by taking
simple food refreshingly upmarket’
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Complexity as used by chefs

Example 2:
Peter Klosse (Chef, De Echoput; PhD, Maastricht University, NL)
Culinary success factors – six common characteristics of dishes

1. Name and presentation fit the expectation
2. Appetizing smell that fits the food
3. Good balance of flavour components in relation to the food
4. Presence of umami, also called the fifth basic taste
5. In mouthfeel a mix of hard and 

soft textures
6. High flavour richness

Klosse, et al. (2004). The formulation and 
evaluation of culinary success factors (CSFs) 
that determine the palatability of food. 
Food Service Technology 4, 107-115.)
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Example 3:
In Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares (UK, Channel 4, debut 2004)
La Riviera, Inverness Scotland
Series 2, episode 4, around 24 minutes 

La Riviera Chef Loic Lefebvre vs. Gordon Ramsay
Cooks same scallop dish

Reviewed by ex-AA inspector David Young 
‘Some of the flavours were over-complicated…
…sometimes less is actually more.’

Gordon Ramsay:
‘again more than 12 – 14 flavours …
Everything on the plate has to be there for a reason
Golden rule - always keep things simple.’

Complexity as used by chefs

http://www.youtube.com/watch_popup?v=sZKnQTcGbgA&vq=medium�
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Complexity and appreciation

Hedonic value
Liking

Stimulus intensity

The original 
Wundt curve (1874)

Wundt (1874) Grundzüge der physiologischen 
Psychologie. Leipzig, Engelmann

Absolute threshold
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Complexity and appreciation

Arousal potential 
Collative properties

Berlyne’s reinterpretation 
of the Wundt curve (1967)

A
Simple
Familiar

B
Simple Complex
Novel    Familiar

C
Complex

Novel

Hedonic value
Liking
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Effect of perceiver experience level

Arousal potential 
Collative properties

Hedonic value
Liking

Optimum level



LEARNING TO TASTE – TRAIN AND 
BE CHALLENGED



Training calls for a systematic
approach
• Standardized sampling and

evaluation methods
• Standards

– ISO standards for sensory evaluation
– SCAA standards for e.g. cupping

To think about:
• Quality control vs. Product development

– Quality scaling/total score (SCAA) vs. Quantitative and descriptive
methods aka ”sensory profiling”



”In search of objectivity…”
• Systematic working process also implies objectivity
• Terminology… defining sensory characteristics
• Avoid subjective terms – find the descriptive and 
objective terms
– ”fine” aromas -> what does ”fine” mean? -> DESCRIBE the 

characteristics
– “Body can be light and delicate, heavy and resonant, thin and 

disappointing” (CoffeeReview.com)

• Subjectivity vs objectivity



A common understanding…
• Describing the sensory characteristics ->

• Training, training and training ->

• Creating a common language ->

• Leads to a common understanding ->

• Facilitates COMMUNICATION

• Who then to communicate to? Consumer and/or 
professional?



Some examples…
• SCAA Protocol ”Cupping speciality coffee”
• KaffeTjekket (Danish CoffeeRoad)



Creating a language

Finnish Cheese Flavour Wheel
(Appelbye et al. 1997)

SCAA Coffee Flavour wheel
(www.scaa.org)



The learning process: 
challenging your senses

• Challenges keep you fit – also when it comes to the 
senses!

• Train and expand your vocabular – blind testing familiar
and unfamiliar foods

• Time for the last exercise - taste the liquids in the tubes, 
one at the time



TAKE-HOME MESSAGES

• Thinking about complexity – the inverse 
U-shaped curve; consumer vs professional or 
geek

• Systematic approach training e.g. new baristas 
– and challenging your senses



Wishing you some fantastic days
@NBC 2011


…and some sensory challenging

coffee moments!

Don’t hestitate to contact us – you can also follow us on Twitter:
@JanniesTweet

@michaelbomfrost
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